A Family First Sound Closed A One Syllable Words

First Sound Closed A One Syllable Words
Introduce the Vowel Sound, Spelling Pattern and Key Word
Now that you have learned what a syllable is, you must also learn about vowels and the special sounds that each
vowel makes in certain vowel spelling patterns.
Display the large card on which you have printed the phrase, vowel spelling pattern.
You will learn:


the sounds each vowel makes



the vowel spelling patterns which make these sounds



how to analyze the words in which the sounds and spelling patterns appear

An easy way to remember all these sounds is to learn them in families, such as, all the sounds in the A family, the
E Family, the I Family and so on. First, we will start with the A Family.
The vowel a has four regular sounds in this program. Today, you are going to learn the sound and spelling pattern for the first regular sound of the vowel a. You may know most of these words we are working with at first,
but remember that you are not just learning words, but the vowel sounds and spelling patterns in words. You
must start with short words to learn to figure out longer words at higher reading levels. Let’s start with the short
words in your activity books on page 15. Listen as I pronounce each word: cat, fan, bag, ham. Can you hear what
sound the vowel a makes in each of these words? The vowel a makes the ă sound. It’s the sound you hear in the
word, cat. The word, cat, will be our key word for the ă sound. We put a curved line ˘ * over the a when it makes
the ă sound as in cat.
Display a large card on which you have printed the words, curved line ˘ .
This is the mark you will see over certain vowels in the dictionary. When you see this mark over the vowel a, you
will know that a will make the ă sound as in cat. Knowing all the marks will help you to figure out the
pronunciation of most words.
Mark the a in each of the words on page 15 in your activity book. Circle the key word for the ă sound cat.
Now you should know the first sound in the A Family. It is ă, as in cat. However, it is not enough just to know
the sound. You must also learn when to use the sound. Let’s see if you can figure out the spelling pattern for the ă
sound in each word in your activity book on page 15.
How many a’s are there in the word, cat?  1. In the word, fan? bag? ham?  1.
Does a vowel or does a consonant come after the a in each word?  a consonant.
Ask students to point to each word.
A t follows the a in cat; n follows the a in fan. What consonant follows the a in bag?  g. In ham?  m.
What we see in each of these words is just one a, or just one vowel, followed by a consonant.
Can you tell me what the spelling pattern is for the ă sound?  One a followed by a consonant or one vowel
followed by a consonant.
*The curved line is called a breve, but it is not necessary to burden the student with this term. Refer to it as a curved line.
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Display a card, 5x7 when tutoring, or larger for small groups, on which you have printed the word syllable.
Can you remember the definition for a syllable?  A syllable is a word or a part of a word which has one vowel
sound.
How many syllables are in the word cat, in fan, bag, ham?  1.
All the words in the list are one-syllable words. All the words or syllables end with a consonant. When a syllable
ends with a consonant, we say that it is a closed syllable.
Display a card on which you have printed the word closed syllable.
Because it is in a closed syllable, we will call the ă
sound the closed sound of a.
Display a card on which you have
printed the word closed sound.
What is another way that we can express the spelling
pattern for the closed sound of a or the ă sound?
 One a in a closed syllable or one vowel in a
closed syllable.
Look at the summary of the closed a sound on page 15
in your activity books. The vowel sound is ă, the spelling pattern is one a in a closed syllable, the key word
is cat. Add the new spelling pattern to the Key Card
under the closed a sound. Make up a Spelling Pattern
Card for the new spelling pattern: one a in a closed
syllable and key word: cat.
Prepare the Key Card and Spelling Pattern
Card as demonstrated on pages 15 and 18 of
this Instructor Guide. Key Cards help to
categorize each family of sounds in the
student’s mind, thus helping him to be flexible
when analyzing unknown words. Spelling
Pattern Cards may be used as flash cards to
help the student to internalize the sounds and
spelling patterns.

Let’s Review
At the bottom of page 15 in your Activity book is the Let’s Review section. Using the following words: closed, cat,
syllable, vowel, part, consonant, curved, print the correct word in the spaces below.
Read the sentences. Guide the students through all reviews. Make sure all
answers are correct. Encourage students to use these reviews for study.
Did you answer all the questions correctly? If so, you’re off to a good start with the A Family. If not, review
before you go on.
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Let’s Spell
Write these words as I say them. The vowel sound in each word will be ă as in cat. I will use each word in a
sentence.
Say the first word, bat, then use the word bat in a sentence. Repeat for each word in the list.
Read the words in your list. Listen for the ă sound as in cat.

Activity #1
Objective - To give the students
practice in using the context, and in
spelling one-syllable words which
contain the closed a sound.
Display a card on which you have
printed the word context.
The word context means all the other words and ideas
in the sentence which can give a clue to an unknown
word along with the sounds in the word.
Example: He hit the ball with his bat.
What are the context clues to the final word?
Ask students to supply responses.
"hit the ball" and the letters in the
word.

Use the context and the ă sound to spell the missing
word in each sentence. Mark the vowel with the
curved line. ă

Marking the vowels helps the student to
visualize the concept of the vowel and its sound
and prepares them for dictionary respellings
which can assure greater independence in
reading. If the student has trouble reading the
sentence, the instructor or tutor may read all
but the missing word.
Read the sentences. Listen for the ă sound, as in cat.
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Let’s Review
Read the paragraph. Fill in the blanks using the following words: consonant, syllable, curved, cat,
closed.

Activity #2
Objective - To reinforce the sound
and spelling pattern of the ă sound
and to observe whether students are
having any difficulty with initial
consonants.

Read the following words. Be sure to blend the first
consonant with the vowel sound. The vowel sound in
each word will be ă as in cat. Use each word in a
sentence.
Discuss the meanings of words which
are not understood by the students.

*The sound of k is sometimes spelled ck, as in back, jack, quack. Other examples are sack, tack, pack. Circle the
ck spelling pattern in the words in your Activity books.

IMPORTANT - Review any consonants with which students are having difficulty by using the STEPS
IN TEACHING CONSONANTS, pages 19 and 20, at the beginning of this Instructor Guide.
In this program consonants are taught diagnostically. That is, the instructor notes any consonants
with which the student is having difficulty. Those consonants are taught, using the student’s own
language, after the regular lesson is presented.
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Activity #3
Objective - To practice using the context and to review initial consonant blends with the
closed vowel a. Blends are consonants which blend together as one sound: flat (fl), brag
(br), stamp (st).
Remember the sound of a in each missing word is ă as in cat.
*Sometimes the consonant is doubled after the closed vowel, as in glass and grass. Other examples are lass,
mass, pass.
Read the sentences. Listen for the ă sound, as in cat. Circle special spellings in your activity books.

Let’s Review Oral
Close your book.
Oral reviews do not appear in the
Student Activity Book.
What is the sound of the vowel a in a closed syllable?
 ă.
What is this vowel called?  The closed vowel a.
What is the mark we put over the closed vowel? 
The curved line.
What is the key word for the ă sound?  cat.
What is the spelling pattern for the ă sound?
One a in a closed syllable.



Repeat the questions until the
students know all the answers fairly
well.

Let’s Spell
Write the words as I say them. Be sure to listen for
the first two sounds in each word. The vowel sound in each word will be closed ă as in cat. I will use each word
in a sentence.
Pronounce each word clearly, blending the first two consonants with the vowel and then adding the final
consonant. Example: blă st. Do not separate the consonants from each other or from the vowel as : buh l ast.
Read the words from the list.
Discuss meanings as necessary.
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Activity #4
Objective - To reinforce the sound of closed a and
the common initial consonant blends.
Read each of the following words. Be sure to blend
the first two consonants with the vowel sound. The
sound of a will be ă as in cat. Use each word in a
sentence. Write a sentence using each of the following
words: brag, crab, flag, drag, stack.
Discuss meanings of words not understood by the
students.
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Activity #5
Objective - To use the context and to review
consonant digraphs - two consonants which make
one sound: shag (sh), that (th), chap (ch), with
the closed sound of a.
Use the context and the closed sound of a to supply
the missing word in each sentence. Remember the
sound of closed a is ă as in cat. Read the sentences.
Listen for the sound of ă as in cat.

Let’s Review
Read the paragraphs. Fill in the blanks using the correct word.
Check the answers with the students. Make sure
all the answers are correct as you will encourage
the students to use this review for study.
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